
Computational Thinking (CT) is a systematic approach to 
solving problems that is foundational to computer science 
and many other subjects. There are four major facets of CT: 
problem decomposition, pattern recognition, abstraction, and 
algorithm design. Zoombinis is designed to help teach these 
concepts to students through 12 levels of challenging puzzles.

PROBLEM DECOMPOSITION

Break a problem or task down into smaller 
parts. What problem needs to be solved? What 
task needs to be completed? How can you 
break it down into smaller pieces?

CT Tip: Problem Decomposition is a useful 
first step for solving almost any problem/
completing any task. Next time you have a 
difficult or complicated problem to solve or 
task to complete, start by breaking it down into 
smaller pieces to work on and figure out one at 
a time.

In Zoombinis, especially as the levels increase, 
there could be several aspects of a puzzle that 
need consideration. For example, in pizza pass, 
as the difficulty increases, you have to consider 
pizza toppings, ice cream toppings, and even 
the preferences of a second troll. Breaking it 
down and working on just one piece at a time 
increases the chances of success. 

PATTERN RECOGNITION

Identify similarities among a group of things, 
including objects, data, problems, or tasks.
What patterns can you see? What features are 
the same? What features are different?

CT Tip: Pattern Recognition is an important 
part of solving complex problems. When 
approaching a new problem or task, ask 
yourself, “Have I ever solved a problem like this 
before? How did I solve that problem?” Or “How 
did I complete that task?” Finding patterns will 
make you a more efficient problem solver.

In Zoombinis, several puzzles require pattern 
recognition. In Mudball Wall, for example, 
students must predict the location of shapes 
and colors based on the information they 
receive as they play. As they discover the 
underlying pattern that organizes the 
information, they can make decisions that 
move the Zoombinis forward.
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ABSTRACTION

Generalize, or remove specific details to focus 
on the important information. What are the 
essential parts (attributes)? What details can 
be different (values)?

CT Tip: Abstraction is the process of ignoring 
(filtering out or hiding) the details we don’t 
need in order to concentrate on those we 
do. The skill is in choosing the right details to 
ignore and to keep so that the problem  
or task becomes easier without losing  
anything important.

In Zoombinis, each Zoombini has four 
attributes that can be one of 5 values. In 
many of the puzzles it is one or more of these 
attributes that matters for solving the puzzle, 
but not all. To solve the puzzle, you first need 
to figure out what you need to pay attention 
to and what you can ignore. In one puzzle a 
green nose can mean the difference between 
crossing a bridge or not and in another puzzle, 
the color of the nose is inconsequential!

ALGORITHM DESIGN

Solve a problem through ordered instructions.
What is your plan for solving the problem?  
What are the detailed step-by-step instructions?

CT Tip: An algorithm is a set of ordered 
instructions used to solve a problem or 
complete a task. Being really specific with 
instructions and making sure you deliver them 
in the correct order can make the difference in 
whether you successfully accomplish a task (or 
get your computer program to run).

In Zoombinis, the Bubble Wonder Abyss 
puzzle provides practice in algorithm design. 
Students must identify the effects of obstacles 
on different Zoombinis and plan out their 
movements accordingly. As they recognize 
predictable changes in the obstacles,  
they create a repeatable series of movements 
to help the maximum number of Zoombinis 
that pass.

Learn More about Zoombinis at www.FableVisionGames.com
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